
Records Management Recommendations for DAR Chapters and State Societies 

 

The following recommendations have been developed to assist Chapter and State Regents in 

addressing issues related to the retention and management of important records. 

 

The Chapter or State Regent is responsible for the disposition of chapter or state records 

including records obtained as a result of two or more chapters merging into one chapter. All 

decisions regarding retention, storage and use of records are the responsibility of the Regent. 

Records from disbanded chapters; to include but not limited to financial records minutes and 

chapter history shall be delivered to the State Regent or other designate person for retention and 

become state property. Application papers shall be delivered to the individual member or if the 

member cannot be located the papers shall be destroyed.  Article XVI of the National Bylaws 

governs records; its requirements must be observed whenever possible. 

NSDAR Archives serves as the repository for DAR national records only and cannot accept 

donations of chapter or state records. 

 

Records retention: 

Chapters are required to retain the following records on a permanent basis: 

 

• Application papers 

• Secretary’s minutes 

• Treasurer’s reports 

• Official correspondence 

 

It is also recommended that chapters permanently retain their charter as well as any yearbooks in 

their possession. Other holdings including scrapbooks, duplicates, early drafts of reports, 

photographs, event programs et cetera also may be retained if members wish to do so. 

 

It is important that specific files and other records can be located when needed. This is 

especially true for chapters that have accumulated a large body of holdings. Assign a unique 

number to each box in your collection. Create a list of the folders or other items housed in each 

box. Place one copy of the list inside the appropriate box and keep another copy of the list 

separate from the box either in a paper file or electronically in a simple keyword-searchable 

word processing program. 

 
Records storage: 

A few options exist for the physical storage of DAR records: 

 

A) Professional archival repositories: 

Be certain to select a facility staffed by professional archivists if you choose to pursue an 

agreement to shelve your records with an outside repository. It is essential that DAR records are 

never available for public perusal. For example, the open stacks of public libraries are not 

appropriate repositories for archival records. Stack areas in archives are accessible only by 

authorized staff. It is important to remember that DAR members are not permitted to transfer 

ownership of their records to any third party. It is possible you may be able to negotiate an 

acceptable arrangement although it is unlikely an archival repository will be willing to house and 

care for records they do not own. This option, however, is far and away the best choice for the 

safety and maintenance of archival records. 
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The records storage company Iron Mountain (see www.ironmountain.com) is another option for 

chapters that wish to work with a professional repository. For cost-saving purposes, we 

recommend that chapters consider joining other local chapters or organizing a statewide effort to 

coordinate records in some sort of clearinghouse before depositing records with Iron Mountain. 

 

B) Self-storage units: 

Renting a unit in a self-storage facility is the next-best option to depositing records with an 

archival repository. Such an arrangement allows members simply to pass the key to the storage 

unit to their successors rather than physically shift the boxes to the homes of newly elected 

officers. Constantly moving records to new storage locations puts them at risk for damage 

and/or loss. Records should be housed in acid-free folders placed in acid-free boxes. There are 

many national companies that manufacture archival-quality storage materials. Look for 

materials that are labeled "acid free" rather than materials that are merely of "archival quality.” 

As far as preservation issues are concerned, ideally paper and photographic records should be 

stored in a climate kept as close as possible to 65 degrees with 45 percent relative humidity. 

This is often a very difficult goal to maintain but certainly attempt to avoid any environment that 

feels especially damp or warm. Take care also not to store records directly on the floor. 

Archives professionals recommend records be stored a minimum of four inches off the floor. 

 

C) Members’ homes: 

This is the least desirable storage option because the records need to be moved periodically as 

new officers are elected. This option is also inconvenient for members because the boxes require 

so much space; however, the costs associated with storage in locations other than members’ 

homes may be prohibitive for many chapters. The advice provided above regarding storage 

climate and use of archival storage supplies should be followed if possible. 

 
Records use: 

Use of DAR records for research purposes by persons other than DAR members is subject to the 

Regent’s discretion. If your records are shelved with an archival repository, be certain you have 

an agreement that requires the archivist to seek the Regent’s approval before using the records 

for reference purposes or allowing researchers to examine the records. 

 

 

 

Please direct questions to the Office of the Historian General, NSDAR, 1776 D St., NW, 

Washington, DC 20006-5303. Telephone: (202) 879-3256. E-mail: historian@dar.org. 
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